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Global Infotech: Pathways to the Future with Global Partnerships
 
Institute Vision:
Trust in Society
 
Institute Personnel:
92 faculty and senior researchers from 17 departments and units
 
Centers in ITI: 
• Critical Applications, Infrastructures, & Homeland Defense 
• Embedded & Enterprise Computing 
• Multimedia and Distributed Systems 
• Boeing Trusted Software Center 
• CAESAR: the Center for Autonomous Engineering Systems 
and Robotics 
• Center for Information Forensics 
• NCASSR: the National Center for Advanced Secure Systems 
Research 
• NSA Center for Information Assurance Education 
• TCIP: Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for Power Center 
• Trusted ILLIAC 
• established, rapidly growing effort
• large, diverse, campus-wide community of researchers
• societal and industrial problems drive research
• addressing broad application areas
• international recognition
• major corporate partnerships
• led by the College of Engineering
Institute Highlights: Institute Research Themes: 
Fostering Campus-Wide Excellence in Information Trust and Security
• Critical Infrastructures & Homeland Defense 
• Embedded & Enterprise Computing 
• Multimedia and Distributed Systems 
• the Boeing Trusted Software Center 
• CAESAR: the Center for Autonomous Engineering 
Systems and Robotics 
• the Center for Information Forensics 
• NCASSR: the National Center for Advanced Secure 
Systems Research 
• the NSA Center for Information Assurance Education 
• TCIP: the Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for Power 
Center 
• Trusted ILLIAC 
